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MEC vs. C-RAN
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Case-I Mobile Edge Orchestration 

 Collaborative distributed computing framework, 

which is a extension from ETSI definition on 

MEC. 3 layers
 1) End user, which implies both mobile and static end-user devices 

such as smartphones, sensors, and actuators

 2) Edge nodes, which are the MEC servers co-located with the BSs

 3) Cloud node, which is the traditional cloud-computing server in a 

remote data center

 2 types of collaboration
 1) horizontal collaboration at end-user layer and MEC layer 

 2) vertical collaboration between end users, edge nodes, and cloud 

nodes
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Case-I Mobile Edge Orchestration 

 Collaboration examples:

 Executing the application 

locally on the mobile device 

(Local) 

 Distributing tasks to proximal 

mobile devices forming a 

mobile device cloud (MDC) 

 Offloading the tasks to a single 

MEC server (MEC) 

 To two collaborating MEC 

servers (collab MEC)

T. X. Tran, A. Hajisami, P. Pandey and D. Pompili, "Collaborative Mobile Edge 

Computing in 5G Networks: New Paradigms, Scenarios, and Challenges," in IEEE 

Communications Magazine, vol. 55, no. 4, pp. 54-61, April 2017.
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Case-II collaborative video 

caching and processing 
 Collaborative caching: a video 

request can be served using not 

only the local BS’s cache, but also 

the cached copy at neighboring 

BSs via the backhaul links.

 Collaborative processing: MEC 

servers collaborate with each 

other to not only provide the 

requested video but also 

transcode it to an appropriate 

variant. Each variant is a bit rate 

version (e.g., 720p, 1080p) of the 

video, and a higher bit rate version 

can be transcoded into lower bit 

rate ones.
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Case-II collaborative video 

caching and processing 
 Benefits:

 The content origin servers 

need not generate all variants 

of the same video.

 Users with various capabilities 

and network conditions will 

receive videos that are suited 

for their capabilities, as 

content adaptation is more 

appropriately done at network 

edge. 

 Collaboration among the MEC 

servers enhances cache hit 

ratio and balance processing 

load in the network.
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Case-III Two-layer interference 

cancellation
 Two-layer interference cancellation strategy for an uplink 

MEC-assisted RAN. 

 based on the channel quality indicator (CQI) of each user, our 

solution identifies “where” to process its uplink signal so as to 

reduce complexity, delay, and bandwidth usage. 

 In a MEC-assisted RAN, we have access to the computational 

processing at the BSs, and the signal demodulation of the cell 

center MSs can be done in local BSs (layer 1). This means that the 

system performance for cell center MSs relies on a simple single 

transmitter and receiver. 

 Since the SINRs of cell edge MSs are often low, their signals should 

be transmitted to the BPU (layer 2) for further processing. In this 

case, the BPU has access to all the celledge MSs from different 

cells and is able to improve their SINRs via coordinated processing. 
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Case-III Two-layer interference 

cancellation
 MS #2 is a cell edge MS and 

is located in the interference 

region of BSs #2 and #3, 

there may be an intense 

interference from MS #2 to 

BSs #2 and #3; thus, 

coordinated interference 

cancellation at the upper 

layer is needed to cancel 

this interference, and the BS 

should transmit the raw data 

to the upper layer for further 

processing. 
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Recall of VM placement and 

workload assignment

 Options for MEC service’s dst:

(1) Local Edge DC

(2) Remote Edge DC

(3) Centralized Cloud

Internet

Cloud
Edge Cloud

VM VM VM

VMVM VM VM  
VMVM VM VM

VMs for different services

Requests of different services

Edge Cloud

Edge Cloud

Edge Cloud

Edge Cloud

MEC Server & Base Station

Wireless access point
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Heuristic for VM placement

 Given workloads of each APP from each Edge

 How to place VMs for each APP at each Edge?

 Initial placement + Flow exchange

MEC-1 MEC-3

MEC-2 CLOUD
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Two-phase initial placement

 Phase 1 – Local Placement

MEC-1 MEC-3

MEC-2 CLOUD
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Two-phase initial placement

 Phase 2 – Remote Placement

 Principles: Low-latency flow first; Bigger flow 

first; Nearest destination first

MEC-1 MEC-3

MEC-2 CLOUD
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Flow exchange

 Basic rule for remote placement: Longer distance between src and 

dst causes higher inter-DC latency, and less time is left for queueing 

and processing. Thus, more VMs are required to process faster.

 Un-optimal condition:

MEC-1

MEC-3

MEC-2

2 units at MEC-1 for 

local request flow  

4 units at MEC-3 for 

request flow from MEC-2  

MEC-1

MEC-3

MEC-2

2 units at MEC-1 for 

request flow from MEC-2 

3 units at MEC-3 for 

request flow from MEC-1 

Provisioned 

firstly

Provisioned 

secondly

Occupied Available

a b
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Flow exchange (cont.)

 Definition: Remote/Local resource ratio: RLR

 𝑅𝐿𝑅𝑠,𝑑
𝑟 =

𝑅𝑑
𝑟

𝑅𝑠
𝑟, required resource at d / s

DC-3

DC-2DC-1

DC-4

𝑅𝐿𝑅3,1
𝑟1

𝑅𝐿𝑅3,4
𝑟1

𝑅𝐿𝑅2,1
𝑟2

𝑅𝐿𝑅2,4
𝑟2

If: 𝑅𝐿𝑅3,4
𝑟1 /𝑅𝐿𝑅3,1

𝑟1 >𝑅𝐿𝑅2,4
𝑟2 /𝑅𝐿𝑅2,1

𝑟2
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Flow exchange (cont.)
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Summary

 Collaborative MEC is a interesting topic, which can be 

studied in different contexts: 

 1) MEC for radio networks (mobility, Comp)

 2) MEC for specific applications (location or context-aware, etc.)

 3) MEC for Internet service provisioning.

 Collaboration can be considered from several aspects:

 1) inter-DC(MEC server or cloud) collaboration

 2) MEC as assistant for network devices or functions

 Low latency is the original goal for MEC, and it is also 

the strict constraint for MEC collaboration.
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Thank you! 

Wei Wang


